
Safe - Productive - Efficient

BoscotekTM High Density Storage Cabinets
1. Central rear locking system
High level of lock integrity is maintained; lock cannot 
be easily manipulated or flawed through force or
leverage, providing increased security.
2. Integrated anti-tilt mechanism
Reduced risk of injury as the “True anti-tilt 
mechanism” prevents multiple drawers being pulled
open at one time.
3. Heavy duty sealed bearing drawer runners
High load capacity, trouble and maintenance free
operation for the life of the product. They have optional
100% extension telescopic drawer runners allowing
increased weight capacity (150-200kgs depending on
cabinet size), greater safety and full drawer access.
4. Housing supports positioned at 25mm intervals
Drawer configurations provide flexibility as 
requirements change. 
4. Variety of base options
Cabinets are supplied with levelling feet, heavy-duty
castors and forklift bases for ease of relocation and
positioning.  
6. Heavy-duty construction
Cabinets are constructed using a 2mm rigid 
interlocking frame with Zinc seal body and internals.
7. Flexible drawer compartments
Optimises space maximisation and better organisation.
Internal drawer walls and base are slotted at 25mm
intervals to accommodate drawer accessories.
8. Wide range of drawer accessories
Drawer accessories include partitions, dividers, plastic
bins, metal trays, tool supports, groove trays and
customised foam inserts.
9. Flush handle design
Cabinets incorporate a flush aluminium extruded handle
running the entire width of the drawer. Handles are
unobtrusive and incorporate a drawer-labelling groove.
Drawer latches can be fitted to avoid drawer opening
when cabinet is in transit or on castors.
10. Single piece drawer construction
Unique single piece drawer design provides excellent
strength and durability and can support up to 120 kg
UDL. 
11. Relocate whilst fully loaded
Cabinets can be relocated whilst fully loaded saving
time and money. Knockout holes can be used to assist
in relocation or forklift base kits are available.
12. Cabinet integration
Cabinets can be integrated to create a complete storage
system. Knockout holes are positioned on the cabinet
body to facilitate fastening cabinets together. Cabinets
can be connected on the side or top. Reclaim your
workspace.

Mobile and static versions available
in your choice of colours

Twin mobile cabinets with a stainless
worktop

RECLAIM YOUR WORKSPACE with BoscotekTM High Density Storage

High Density Storage Cabinets



The BOSCOTEK™ premium quality range of high-density storage cabinets, are
designed specifically for use in heavy-duty commercial and industrial applications.
Using the finest materials and manufacturing capabilities, BOSCOTEK™ HD cabinets
offer a superior quality product on time, every time. The commitment to research and
development has led to the innovative designs of these cabinets that are both robust
and refined and will out perform any similar product on the market in terms of
features, innovation and durability.

Key Features
• Designed to facilitate maximum space optimisation & ensure that everything is in its 
place.

• Extensive ranges of drawer configuration accessories create infinitely flexible internal
drawer arrangements. These allow you to determine exactly how your storage unit will
be organised to accommodate your specific workplace requirements.

• Ideal for storing small parts and tools. BOSCOTEK™ HD cabinets can offer 
convenient, efficient and reliable storage for just about anything - from bones to drill 
bits.

• Incorporate state of the art mechanisms to assist in the prevention of injury or
damage. Only one drawer can be opened at any time reducing the risk of cabinets
toppling over with uneven weight distribution. The BOSCOTEK™ anti-tilt system is a 
true anti-tilt system and cannot be easily flawed like competitors' products.

• They are available in a range of sizes and drawer configurations to suit specific
requirements. Cabinets can be joined or stacked and can have steel, stainless, 
timber or rubber mat worktops attached to create a custom workplace arrangement.

• Incorporate integrated heavy-duty key locking mechanisms to provide superior
security.

• There are 12 cabinet sizes & drawer’s heights are 75, 100, 125, 225 & 300mm. 
Various combinations of drawer heights are capable.

• Mobile options are available & stationary models may be relocated via forklift or lifted
by an integrated eyebolt attachment facility.

• The unique single piece reinforced drawers now have a 100% extension telescopic 
drawer runner option allowing increased weight capacity (150-200kgs depending on 
cabinet size), greater safety and full drawer access. These new innovative runners 
can be combined in with standard BOSCOTEK single extension drawer runners 
offering a flexible solution to meet your storage requirement.

• Combination cabinets are an excellent space maximisation tool. They combine high-
density drawer storage with robust shelving, above, for larger bulky items. 
BOSCOTEK™ combination cabinets are 2100mm high and 1010mm wide available 
in both 605mm and 755mm depths.

Accessories available: Special partition & divider configurations, foam inserts, levelling
feet, forklift tine base attachment, castors, plastic & metal trays, tool supports etc.

Ask our Sales Facilitators for a comprehensive High Density Storage catalogue.

Drawer pull bar with lock tab

Heavy duty steel division trays

HD cabinets are available in standard & premium colours.
Premium colours add marginally to both the cost & the
availability. 

BoscotekTM High Density Storage Cabinets

Depth 605mm Depth 755mm Height Width
mm mm

BTCS.850.560 BTCD.850.560 850 560 
BTCS.850.1010 BTCD.850.1010 850 1010   
BTCS.850.1400 BTCD.850.1400 850 1400  
BTCS.1200.1010 BTCD.1200.1010 1200 1010
BTCS.1500.1010 BTCD.1500.1010 1500 1010
BTCS.2100.1010 BTCD.2100.1010 2100 1010 

Code
BTCS.850.1010 

Code
BTCS.1200.1010

Code
BTCS.850.1400

Code
BTCS.1500.1010 

Code
BTCS.2100.1010

combination cabinet

High Density Storage Cabinets
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